WE CAN PROVE TO YOUR ENTIRE SATISFACTION

That
"Lith Boards"
Patented

Are a better and cheaper medium of insulation and deadening than Cork, Hair Felt, Fomica or any other material on earth. Made from ROCK FIBRE WOOL, formed into sections 4 ft. by 18 inches, and any thickness desired. These boards are almost as rigid as though made from wood. Let us send you tests made by expert engineers, among whom are the Starr Engineering Company, of New York City.

We can also prove that

"Kelly's Flexible Car Linings"

Furnish 30 per cent. better insulation and deadening than Hair Felt, besides being entirely antiseptic and odorless. The same material, only thinner, is called

"Kelly's Flax Fibre Building Felt"

Used for building warm houses. It is cheaper than heating cold ones. The extra cost will be saved many times over in coal and doctor bills. Avoid the danger, discomfort and expense of a cold, draughty house by lining yours with this material, as it is absolutely the warmest sheathing made, ten times warmer than building papers.

For Samples, Prices, Circulars and Catalogues, address:

Union Fibre Co.,
S. C. WELCH, A. C. PLACE,
918-112 Clark Street, 143 Reed Street,
Chicago, Ill. Milwaukee, Wis.

THE POND & HASEY CO.
Successors to A. A. POND,

Contractors for
High and Low Pressure
Steam, Hot Water
and Hot Blast Heating

Mechanical and Natural
Ventilation Hot Air
Furnaces and Commination Heaters.

Tin, Sheet Iron and Copper Work.

231 FifthAve. S. Minneapolis.

NORTHWESTERN FOUNDRY
SPECIALS:

STEEL BEAMS GIRDERs
IRON STAIRS SIDEWALK LIGHTS
ROOF TRUSSES FIRE ESCAPES
IRON COLUMNS STORE FRONTS
SEWER CASTINGS STABLE FIXTURES
ORNAM'NTL VASES STATION STOVES

S. T. FERGUSON, J. F. FERGUSON,
President. Vice President.
E. S. COFFIN, Secretary and Treasurer
Successors to S. T. FERGUSON, Proprietor.

STRUCTURAL IRON AND
FOUNDRY WORK.

WATER PIPE SPECIALS
LIGHT AND HEAVY CASTINGS.

312 Tenth Ave. S.
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Kettle River Quarries Company.
Quarries at SANDSTONE, MINN.
Paving, Curbing, Crosswalks, Building Stone.

Send Plans for Estimate
We Pay Express.

GENERAL OFFICES:
Oneida Block, Minneapolis.

NOTICE
To ARCHITECTS and CONTRACTORS

Monarch Brand TRINIDAD ASPHALT ROOFING
Recognized as the material which is rapidly replacing the old time substances for roofing purposes. Recently adopted as the standard by the Great Northern R'y and being used exclusively on the Dale Street Shops, the largest buildings erected in the West in 1902.
Guaranteed Pure Trinidad Asphalt.

Iron Brand 2-PLY 3-PLY PREPARED ROOFING
Made from long fibre wool felt, saturated with Coke-oven Tar and the plies cemented together with Coke-oven Pitch. The only Coal Tar Roofing possessing absolute merit.

We Carry a Complete Line of Building Papers

Write us for for Samples and Prices,
Minneapolis Paper Company,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA.
Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Co.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
Manufacturers of
Architectural Castings
STEEL STRUCTURES
Large Stock of
Beams, Channels, Angles, Plates, Etc.
For Immediate Shipment.

BRANCH OFFICES:
SAN FRANCISCO,
SEATTLE,
SALT LAKE CITY,
DENVER,
KANSAS CITY.

Northern Hydraulic Cement
(SEMI-PORTLAND)
—Manufactured by—
Pembina Portland Cement Co.
GRAND FORKS, N. D.

Harry B. Cramer Co.
FRESCO, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
213 South 6th Street, Minneapolis.
1443—Both Phones—1443

H. KELLY & CO.
Plumbers and Gas Fitters
Steam and Hot Water Heating
Complete Line of Engineers’ Supplies
Established 1877
Office and Showrooms 225-29 THIRD Street S.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Perfect
Architecturally
Mechanically
PATENTED

HENRY SANDERS CO.,
WESTERN MANUFACTURERS
KOLL’S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS
77-85 Weed Street, Chicago
K. F. LOTT, Agt.
557 Drake Block, ST. PAUL,
505 Kasota Block, MINNEAPOLIS
EASTERN MANUFACTURERS.
Harimann Bros., Manufacturing Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
SEND FOR "The Boiler Magazine"

"AMERICAN" BOILER FOR STEAM HEATING
Successful Boilers and Radiators
Heating Supplies of Every Description
Manufactured and for Sale by Kellogg-Mackay-Cameron Co., CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
SEATTLE, WASH.

H. N. Leighton, Pres. and Treas.
W. E. Leighton, Sec'y
W. H. Lyon, Vice-Bras.

H. N. Leighton Company,
GENERAL Contractors and Builders.
216 Sixth Street South,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA.

S. A. BERKEMEYER & CO.
SUCCESSOR TO NORTHWESTERN SLATE CO.
DEALERS IN
Roofing Slates, Urinals,
Slate Treads, Slabs and
Slate Black Boards. We make a specialty of
Black Board Setting for School Buildings.
1012 NEW YORK LIFE BUILDING.
MINNEAPOLIS.

J. N. SMITH & CO.
Steam and Hot Water Heating
PLUMBING
Gas Fixtures, Gas Fitting, Repair Work
613 1ST AVE. SO MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
TELEPHONES: N. W. Main 2594. T. C. 794
Remodeling Carefully Executed
By Skilled Workers.

FREE INSPECTION SERVICE.
We will provide the services of a competent Inspector for your electric light
wiring FREE of COST and guarantee satisfactory wiring. May we send a rep¬
resentative to explain our REDUCED RATES.
Electric light is the
CLEANEST, SAFEST and BEST artificial light known.
Minneapolis General Electric Co.,
15 and 17 SOUTH FIFTH STREET.
Telephone N. W. Main 159.

KELLY & LAMB,
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
SANITARY PLUMBING,
PIPE CUTTING, PIPE COVERING,
GAS FITTING.
313 Third Avenue South,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

W. I. GRAY & CO.
Contracting Engineers.
Electric Light, Heating, Ventilating and Water
Works Plant.
804 Sykes Block, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mackolite
Fireproofing Company
105-107 E. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Manufacturers and Contractors for
Light Fireproofing Material
For all classes of fireproof and semi-fireproof
buildings.
Floors, Roofs, Partitions, Furring Tile, Etc.
Fireproof Plaster Boards
Write for prices and estimates.
The Chamber of Commerce of Minneapolis installed the most complete and expensive Power and Heating plant in the state of Minnesota in their new building, and after exhaustive tests decided to cover same with

**Carey’s 85 per cent Pure Magnesia Pipe Covering**

The Deere-Webber Co., the largest Implement dealers in the entire Northwest roofed their immense 8 Story Warehouse in this city, with

**Carey’s Magnesia Cement Roofing**

the lightest, most serviceable and least expensive first-class roofing now manufactured.

KEES & COLBURN, Architects of both Buildings.

---

W. S. NOTT COMPANY

SOLE NORTHWESTERN AGENTS AND CONTRACTORS,

200-206 First Ave, South,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

---

MANUFACTURERS OF


Scribner-Libbey Co.

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA.

Office and Works:

FORT, COR. W. FIFTH STREET.

ESTABLISHED IN 1878.

INCORPORATED IN 1883.

---

Selden Roofing & Manufacturing Company.

MANUFACTURERS OF

GALVANIZED IRON and COPPER CORNICE,


ASPHALT, PITCH, GRAVEL ROOFING IRON, TIN AND SLATE.

41 South Eleventh Street, Minneapolis, Minn.
Fitzpatrick may not be so far out of the way in his claim that American architecture is receding from the high mark it made in the early nineties. His notion that the scenic results of the Chicago Expo were better than we could now produce may be true.

At all events there were good ideas of building, then fresh and in full vigor, which have been since abandoned in part much to the detriment of our structures.

That was the time when the steel frame had displaced the old walls for the outside of buildings as well as the floors and partitions, and this fuller development of the steel frame, leading as it did at once to greatly increased height, turned the most intelligent minds to the study of clay as a logical material for the protection of the steel frame. Clay immediately took its place in the newer and lighter construction, so consistently and skilfully that today, after twelve or fifteen years of trial of this and that, we turn to the practice of the early nineties for undoubted safe methods of fireproofing.

At that time the best men of that brilliant period were striving to produce the best systems of fireproofing from clay, and in the struggles between systems some curious facts were developed.

Then it was that Bob Andrews and Jacques instituted those comparative tests in Denver which have become historic and so surprised the building world.

The genius who first got the notion of mixing sawdust with clays for the kiln probably had little idea that floor arch tiles so made would stand those Denver tests as well as they did, defeating the hard tiles at every point. In fact it would puzzle a large part of the building world today to tell why a floor arch of porous terra cotta tiles is so much stronger than one of the harder tiles of the same weight and general design. The secret is doubtless to be found in the mortar joints, which can be made so much broader and more perfect in the lighter, thicker tiles.

One would naturally expect to find the porous material superior in insulating and deafening qualities, and it is deservedly popular for backing up outer walls and for partitions.

The valuable qualities of this material appealed so strongly to Mr. C. J. Swanson, who was at the time operating a well-equipped brick making plant near Minneapolis, that in the slack times of '93 he turned his energies towards building a plant for the production of these porous goods for the construction of floor arches, partitions and wall linings. His clays have shown themselves exceptionally adapted for making these goods and he has a plant which is not only well adapted for handling, drying and burning the goods so as to make a uniform output of high grade, but all dies and much of the accessory mechanism are made in his own shop.

The sections used by Mr. Swanson in his floor arches are exceptionally well studied and invite comparison.

The past few years have witnessed a good deal of experimenting in floor construction and many new devices have appeared of very doubtful merit, so doubtful, in fact, that the net result of all this experimenting is the conviction that for something safe and economical, we must fall back on the practice of the days before every other man you meet had a new system of fireproofing. A multitude of failures of these new and strange schemes are convincing the wary that we have had nothing later than the I-beam and good porous terra cotta tile arch that we really want to trust.

The evidently splendid insulating possibilities of this porous terra cotta are leading to its increased use in outer walls of light buildings. Some of the forms of tiles used in floors and partitions are used for the body of the wall, the facing being of bricks or other material.

Very effective work is being done with this material as a wall material to be finished on the outside with a plaster of material impervious to water.

The existence in a community of a large plant like the above, capable of turning out all the desirable forms of porous terra goods at short notice is cause for congratulation, and the merits of these goods needs only to be more fully known to lead to a greatly increased use of them.
TO BEAUTIFY AND PRESERVE YOUR HOMES.

We have recently received a copy of a handsomely illustrated booklet, issued by the well-known house of Samuel Cabot, of Boston, Mass., relating to the use of their stains on shingle roofs and sidings of frame buildings.

The booklet might properly be called a "Book of 100 Stained Houses" as about that number of buildings are illustrated in half-tone plates through its pages, made not only interesting from the high character of the buildings so illustrated, but also by the unsolicited and eulogistic testimonials of leading architects from nearly every state in the Union whose work grace the pages of this beautifully printed "booklet."

It seems to be the universal opinion among educated architects, that no other shingle stains than Cabot's give as great a degree of satisfaction both to owner and architect, for, besides beautifying the home, its application will without question increase the life of the roof or sidings more than fifty per cent. While there are other stains on the market called "just the same" or "equally as good," none of the stains with which we are familiar has the unanimous indorsement of both the architect, owner and builder as does "Samuel Cabot's Creosote Shingle Stains," and no one intending to build should fail to give these facts their proper consideration. When they have done this, they will not only use it themselves, but will recommend it to others.

NORTHERN HYDRAULIC CEMENT.

(Semi-Portland.)

Is a moderately low limed, thoroughly combined cement, ground to a fineness of 93 to 95 per cent on a sieve with 10,000 openings to the square inch. It shows a uniform and moderately high strength when tested neat at seven days, with a constant, steady and indefinite increase with age. It also shows a still greater strength and increase when mixed with a liberal proportion of sand. The following voluntary testimonials from users of Northern Hydraulic Cement, who speak from actual experience, should count more than all that could be compiled from other sources and on the merit of this cement.

NORTHFIELD, MINN., Dec. 26, 1902.

Pembina Portland Cement Co.,

Ground Forks, North Dakota.

Gentlemen—I have used your "Northern Hydraulic" cement in various work for the past three years, and am convinced that it is a superior article. It carries as much sand as a portland cement and when properly mixed, attains a strength equal to best portland.

It is uniform and satisfactory in every respect. I shall use it in preference to any other hereafter and congratulate you on the success you have attained.

Yours truly,

D. H. Lord.

PEMBINA PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

Grand Forks, N. D., Feb. 3, 1902.

Pembina Portland Cement Co.,

Ground Forks, North Dakota.

Gentlemen—In stone work recently I used your "Northern Hydraulic" cement. I began mixing it two parts sand to one of cement, and finished mixing four parts sand to one of cement. The four to one mortar worked beautifully and became hard as a rock.

It works like Portland, only that it is richer. I consider it as cheap as lime for stone work on account of the extra strength it will carry, and as to durability there is no comparison.

A. Everts.

PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

Mr. John P. Larkins, of Dubuque, and Mr. John H. Prescott, of Marshalltown, Iowa, two well-known Iowa architects, have formed a partnership for the practice of their profession, with main offices at Dubuque and a branch office at Marshalltown.

THE SAMSON SPOT CORD.

Most of the architects in the United States are familiar with the "Samson Spot Cord," from its general use in building all over the country, and many of them have always specified it in their work.

There are some architects who specify simply "braided cord," not having given the subject the consideration which is due, and not realizing that there is any difference in the quality or wearing attributes of different braided cords. Owing to this want of knowledge on the part of architects and builders, the Western Architect desires to state that the manufacturers make three grades, viz: the "Phoenix," which meets the demand of the man who considers only first cost in his purchases; the "Massachusetts," a considerably better grade, and the "Samson Spot Cord," the very best grade. The purchase of sash cord may make a difference of three or four dollars in the cost of a dwelling house, but it will save many times this amount in expense of repair, to say nothing of the bother in the first few years of occupancy. The same principle applies in the large public or office buildings. If the proper size of cord and pulley are used, as specified in the Samson Cordage Work's catalogue, they will outlaw any other device for hanging windows. These facts are becoming known more and more to those interested in building, but the Sash Cord item is such a small one, that it is often overlooked by many. We believe there is no item, however, that causes so much annoyance as poor Sash Cords, and as the Western Architect is always glad to aid those in search of information on any subject pertaining to building, we cheerfully give the above information to our many readers.

Uniform Temperature

The MINNEAPOLIS HEAT REGULATOR is applicable to furnace, steam or hot water apparatus. Can be applied to old plants as well as new. Automatically controls the drafts, a change of one degree at the thermostat, located in living room is sufficient to operate the dampers. The device is as simple as a clock. Gives perfect satisfaction. Has been upon the market for twenty-two years. Booklet for the asking. Specified and recommended by leading architects. Sold under an absolute guaranty with free trial.

January 31, 1903.

"I enclose herewith my check in payment for your Heat Regulator, which I regard as the best thing that I have ever seen. I can say that no plant is complete without one."

H. Rittenhouse,

Greencastle, Pa.

January 24, 1903.

"I take pleasure in enclosing herewith New York exchange for amount of your bill for Regulator. Is a perfect success, and is in every way satisfactory and what it is represented to be."

J. A. DeBell, M. D.

Dean Arkansas University

Little Rock, Ark.

Adjust here.

It's automatic

Correspondence with

Electric Heat Regulator Co.

Fourth and Phoenix Streets,

MINNEAPOLIS,

MINN.
Control Your Temperature
The Johnson System of Temperature Regulation is an absolute necessity in a well-equipped, modern building.

- It saves its own cost in a short time.
- Promotes the physical well-being of the occupants.
- Thousands of buildings equipped with our system.
- Write for Catalogue.

The JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wis.

George F. Boehme Cornice Roofing & Sheet Metal Works
7 East Third Street, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA.

Sky Lights, Metallic Fronts, Steel Ceilings, Sidings and Roofing.
TELEPHONE MAIN 2287.

Northwestern Mantel Co., MANUFACTURERS OF
Wooden Mantels, Counters, Bank, Store and Office Fixtures, Marble, Slate and Mosaic Work, Plumbers' and Butchers' Marble.

Monuments and Headstones.

Dealers in Grates, Tile and Tile Flooring.
Factory, Salesroom and Office, 419-421 Sixth St. So., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Lake Superior Stone
Portage Entry Redstone, Port Wing Brownstone, Kettle River Sandstone, Bedford Limestone, Berea, Ohio, Sandstone, etc. Mill and Office Tower Bay Slip.
SEND IN YOUR PLANS FOR ESTIMATES.

The A. H. ANDREWS CO. (Established 1865)
174-176 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
Designers and Manufacturer of Fine Bank Fixtures, Court House, Library and Office Furniture
Largest Manufacturers in the World of Opera Chairs, Church Pews, Pulpit Furniture, Lodge Furniture, Railroad Settees, etc.
Andrews (Patent) METAL FURNITURE
For 36 Years Manufacturers of Everything for Schools, School Furniture, School Apparatus, Maps, Globes, Blackboards, etc., etc.
Typewriter Chairs, Piano Chairs
Always Specify U.S. Eagle NM or MF Brands of ROOFING TIN

The best terne on the market today for all purposes. Made entirely by the palm oil process, hand-dipped, perfect in coating of richest tin and new lead, they furnish the greatest protection, and require least repairs.

For more than sixty years the MF brand has been recognized as the standard terne, because of its reliability under all conditions of weather, location and atmosphere. The U.S. Eagle NM (new method) terne are the result of a still higher development of the MF process, giving a roofing material much nearer to copper in its resistance to corrosion. If you have not seen it, we would like to send you a sample.

Our products are for sale by all first class wholesale metal houses.

"A Fifty Year Roof," a comprehensive work on roofing, with scores of helps to writers of specifications and estimates, free on request.


AMERICAN TIN PLATE COMPANY. Battery Park Building, New York.

United States Radiator Company.

Factory and General Office: DUNKIRK, N. Y.

We are exclusive manufacturers of 1, 2, 3 and 4 Column Radiators of the same design and ornamentation for Steam or Water All Heights.

Write or call for Catalogue of complete and most efficient line of Radiators. Prompt Shipments:

WASHINGTON BRANCH, 68 Corcoran Building.

NEW YORK BRANCH, 1125 Park Building.
Cabot's Shingle Stains

Are the pioneers of their line. They inaugurated shingle-staining and made the wide vogue of the shingled house possible. All other shingle stains are followers upon their success, but lack their depth and freshness of color, durability, wood-preserving properties and freedom from blackening.

Samples and full particulars will be sent upon application.

AGENTS AT ALL CENTRAL POINTS.

SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer, 70 Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS
GEORGE H. LAWES & CO., Agents, ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS.

Cabot's Sheathing Quilt

A SCIENTIFIC non-conductor of heat and sound. Not a mere felt or paper, but a soft, resilient cushion of dead-air spaces, giving the most perfect conditions of heat insulation or the absorption of sound-waves. Indestructible by moths, vermin or decay and inflammable.

Asbestos Quilt, the only sheathing made that is heat, sound and fire proof.

Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge, Arch'ts, Boston.

Small Power Plants

Junior Type
Secor Engines

Automatic, Reliable, Efficient.

Do You Know

The Economy and Benefits of Using
The Paul Heating System
of Circulating Steam without Back Pressure
If Not Address or Call on
The Automatic Heating Co.,
Endicott Building,
St. Paul, Minn.

For Priming or First Coating.

S. & H. STANDARD
TURPENTINE
Trade Mark

For priming coat on all classes of natural wood, Dry sufficiently Hard Over Night to admit of being sandpapered. Forms a hard non-porous coating, which effectively prevents section of the varnishes applied over it and holds them up to a remarkable degree.

Standard Varnish Works,
20 Broadway, New York.
ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS

In Composition of Every Description.

Capitals for Exterior. Also Oak and Birch in Classic and Modern Designs. Ceilings, Cornices, Coves, Etc.

THE DECORATORS' SUPPLY CO.,
215 South Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.

HAROLD JOHNSON, NORTHWESTERN AGENT
216-217 Lumber Exchange
Minneapolis, Minn.

YALE & TOWNE

Locks and Trimmings

FINEST QUALITY OF MATERIAL.
HANDSOMEST IN APPEARANCE.
GREATEST VARIETY OF DESIGNS.

These points secured us the contract to furnish the new Chamber of Commerce Building with the accompanying design throughout.

Architects are invited to make use of our handsome sample room. Large display of sample Locks, Knobs, Escutcheons, etc., in all designs and finishes.

W. K. MORISON & CO.

Hardware, Cutlery, Mechanics' Tools, Stoves, Kitchenware, Etc.

Agents
Sherwin-Williams Paints
247-249 Nicollet Ave.

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS

MANUFACTURERS Chapman's Compressed Air Pumping System
also Vertical Single and Two-Stroke Deep Well Pumping Machinery.
A solution of your pumping problems.
Your specifications solicited.

We wish the name and address of every Architect in the Northwest.

CHICAGO ILL. AURORA ILL. U.S.A. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

Grant Overhead Window Pulley
McQUEEN'S PATENTS

Specified by the Leading Architects of United States and Canada.

A. G. KELLEY, 419 Boston Block, Mpls. Agent
Minneapolis and St. Paul

Grant Anti-Friction Pulley.

Grant Pulley & Hardware Co.
33 Warren Street, NEW YORK.
As the season advances, the business situation in the Northwest becomes comparatively even more encouraging. Without floods or drought but with weather conditions making for exceptionally large crop returns and with no considerable labor disturbances, building improvements must needs be in active demand.

Again, while this section has for a few years been greatly favored by immigration it seems to have escaped any wild “booms” or great speculative fevers. A year ago it seemed that some of the new farm lands might be bringing too high prices for safety, but any craze of that nature has subsided and one or two good crops will do much to place new settlers on a safe basis. Meanwhile prices of city real estate have hardly risen to a decent mean after the reaction in the early nineties. Another field to demand much in the way of improvements in the near future is that of railway building, both steam and trolley; for the region covered by the big “merger” has been notoriously inactive in new railway building of late years, and a change of policy would seem to be due.

Rarely does a publication better merit its name than that modest monthly, the “Architectural Record.” If tempted to twit it with want of margins and general sumptuousness, one may always find something within to generate forgiveness; or, if his malady be deeper, a chapter or two from the healthy one who writes up the “Abercations” ought to restore him. Nevertheless it comes to mind that not long since the “Record” gave leading place to an argument to prove that New York has become metropolis of the country, not only in population but in art. Then one follows through a maze of words to learn how he should vote, and that in this art metropolis nothing is curbed—that no one would think of effective protest if a 25-story hotel were proposed to be built next its most cherished public monuments—that although artists form a class or clan in Greater Gotham, no one ever thought of their work as in anyway distinctive, or as that of a school.

While one is asking himself if an art metropolis is then worth while, comes that lecture of the genial Fitzpatrick from which we extract some things for another column. One reads and asks himself if years and honors are beginning to rest heavily on Fitz. Or is there really so little to show in our art for all this imperial rush and swirl of the past few years?
The recent collapse of a section of Bridge Square in Minneapolis where the roadway crosses the Great Northern tracks was due to a complication of causes not taken into account sufficiently when the iron work supporting the roadway was built. The weight of the paving material has been materially increased since that time, and the trolley cars now in use are much heavier than formerly. Whatever there may be in the effect of vibrations has also been enhanced by the use of the larger cars. All of these causes combined should not, however, be sufficient to cause the collapse of the ironwork under the load of a single car, because well built bridges and structures of the sort are made to be absolutely safe if crowded with loaded wagons and all the people that can be sandwiched in, in the making of a crowd. Either the original iron structure was weaker than it should have been, or it has suffered loss of strength by corrosion. It is highly probable that the last cause will be found prominent if a fair report ever reaches the public.

The position taken by the Great Northern company is such as to make it advisable for the city and other interests to secure evidence on this point at once. The personal damages involved are miraculously small—no great harm being reported to any of the passengers of the passing train save one man—while the street car came off like a lucky small boy crossing "rubber" ice. The newspapers are preserving a suspicious reticence about this falling in of a section of roadway with the area of a decent house. We have it from one witness that the street car company at least were so far warned some weeks since by surface appearances that they, upon a Sunday evening, did not venture to carry passengers across this section, but the present Board of Regents seem to have abandoned the cars—which meantime had made a sort of flying run across—on the other side. So much money is involved in the rebuilding of the supports for this roadway that the case may go to court with the result of bringing out evidence of value with reference to corrosion of iron under these conditions.

Minnesota has "worked up" a large and prosperous institution where instruction of various sorts is dispensed. This was long since named a university and many of its supporters have assumed from the name that one might obtain a liberal education therein. Former governing bodies of the university may have had the same idea, but the present Board of Regents seem to have abandoned it. They have been recently engaged in dropping out departments—among them that of fine arts. It is conceivable that young people may be graduated from this institution with little or no knowledge of the works of masters in art, yet with the firm idea that they have received a liberal education, but among many graduates we have met only one who felt he was absolutely sure of it. Or, laying aside knowledge and coming to skill, it is a safe bet that a big majority of the professors, of the sciences at any rate, would like to be permitted to part with all they retain of a dozen things taught them at colleges in exchange for a fair degree of skill in free-hand drawing.

In the presence of so many shades of opinion, or perhaps more properly of so many ethical standards about the business of the architect or engineer who has in hand the spending of other people's money, it is hard to see how he can satisfy any considerable majority of his entire honesty. Fewer members of either profession practice the grosser forms of dishonesty than contractors, for instance, would have us suppose. It is common enough for none too scrupulous contractors to throw out hints of the purchasable character of this one or that one, and more likely than not the more upright are most attacked by such men, for reasons well known in building circles. But among contractors are some really good fellows who play the part of the tempter now and then, we sometimes think from no better reason than from having somewhat warped ethical standards themselves.

A recent conversation with a selling agent for some excellent material largely used in engineering work developed a curious standard as favored by him—one which, if generally applied, might lead to startling results. In one locality the material had suffered greatly in reputation by the scandalously bad manner of putting it in. The conversation turning on the engineer in charge, our agent remarked that although he wasn't known to take favors from contractors or material men, he, the agent, had more respect for the honesty of the man who did, but who required good work just the same.

Not long since, that excellent journal, "Architecture," took grounds, which appeared to be none too well chosen, on the question of the obligation of the architect to keep the cost of buildings within the limitations set by the owner. It held that an architect of a private enterprise was under an ethical obligation to keep the cost close to the limit, but that such an obligation did not exist with public work, where in fact, if he found the appropriation insufficient to build becomingly, he should exercise himself to get the limit raised. Yet had "Architecture" argued differently in each case, we are bound to think its views had been sounder. Certainly if the dwelling be taken as a type of private work, architects know that, to begin with, the limiting of the cost to the figures given by the owner is out of the question; for universally owners set limitations of cost for themselves or their architects which will not bring what they desire and must and will have. It is safe to say that where an architect finds one client that will be satisfied with a house of the cost he names, ten will be found who can't be kept within that limit by from twenty-five to fifty per cent and if the same owner were by any chance to be restrained to build within his original cost limit he would be ashamed of and dissatisfied with his house. Whatever else he demands, his house must display outlay, and the architect who keeps this client informed in matters of cost may be absolved from blame on ethical grounds.

With public buildings, however, the situation may often be more easily controlled by the architect when he can control at all. It is true that he often secures com-
missions for such building through competition where temptations to misrepresentation are strong, and that often in the letting of public work considerations come in that are beyond his control. But if he can let contracts in the open to the lowest responsible bidders, the case is rare where the public cannot be better served by keeping the cost within the appropriations—both ethical reasons and esthetic will be joined for better service, for nothing is more obvious to the initiated than the fact that most of our public buildings suffer in character from too great outlay of money, that they lack in that simple straightforward adaptation to the needs of the case which makes for better composition and less cost—that, in fact, more of them are spoiled from being overdone than from lack of cost.

A contributor to "Forest and Stream" writes about the recent Adirondack fires from the standpoint of the "woodman"—a term which he is particular not to have confused with "guide" or "gamekeeper." Woodsmen are indeed solidly averse to guides and gamekeepers, whom they look upon as mercenaries in the pay of the wealthy people who have attempted to establish a new order in the Adirondack wilderness. The writer speaks of the "preserves" of the latter and of certain streams as "preserved" and generally of the "insolence" of gamekeepers, in a way that shows the sentiment of the genuine resident of the woods. But while showing clearly his sympathies, he also throws lights upon the scene which may be turned to good use by those who have the conservation of forests in charge. The pulp-mill man has been allowed to work in the Adirondacks under a system of "scientific culling" but has always claimed it to be impossible for him to get rid of his brush. Where fires have reached his tracks, as might have been expected, the destruction of everything growing has been absolute. While many people of wealth have acquired tracts which have improved under their care, yet many of these have more than offset these efforts by other acts, as for instance, one of them has run a railroad into the region, while another pollutes a stream with the refuse of a wood alcohol factory. Proof of setting fires came under the writer's eyes in the neighborhood of one large private estate, done, no doubt, by woodsmen of the neighborhood who chafed at being hustled off of "preserves," and at the "insolence" of gamekeepers. The correspondent gives currency to an estimate that as much as 1,000,000 acres or a fifth part of the woodland area of the Adirondacks have been burnt over, and leaves one with the impression that the policy of the state authorities has not met with entire success. The attempt to enlist wealthy private owners in the work of preserving the woods has not been so managed as to remove friction with the smaller earlier owners, nor has the application of "scientific forestry" in a homeopathic way placed proper curbs upon the operations of lumbermen.

EXTRACTS FROM A RECENT LECTURE.

By F. W. Fitzpatrick.

We judge of a people's literature by their best works, the few masterpieces they produce, not by their business letters. So with architecture. Our government buildings, our great colleges, and buildings of that character, the really permanent structures, those not affected by changing ideas and fluctuating values, are the true standards of our ability to express ourselves architecturally.

Europeans call us a nation of engineers, not architects. And we certainly have performed rather startling and daring feats in structural engineering that have not been equalled or even attempted abroad, but we have also shown that we are out of our architectural swaddling clothes even though we are more scientific than artistic.

I say this in no bombastic spirit, however, for, sad to relate, we stepped from swaddling clothes into adolescence, then rapidly into virile young manhood, full of brilliant promise and expectation, only to fall immediately into almost driveling senility. The ease is hard to explain. Indeed, I will not try to explain it, my purpose here is but to chronicle the fact. Heaven grant it is but a transitory period, a temporarily arrested growth. But the fact remains that our highest attainment is well behind us. Our best work is ten years old and we are not doing anything equal to it, nor can we for some time to come. We have not the men to do it with. We confess it, our architecture is decadent.

Our commercial buildings have more conveniences than those of any other country. As before stated they are marvels of engineering ingenuity, they fulfill in the highest degree every utilitarian purpose that can be imagined, and we are evolving a style, if it may be so called, that is essentially characteristic of our growth, but it is not, after all, strictly speaking, architectural: we are merely—and rightly—decorating our steel skeletons more or less successfully, though seldom frankly. But we have eliminated these buildings from our consideration. Broadly they are a part of our architecture, but they can hardly be called a standard of our real architectural growth.

Besides our great public buildings that mark the steps of our real progress in the art, and those other structures that we are justified in calling permanent, there is a class of building, exceedingly temporary in nature, but that demonstrates better than all else just what we can do and where we really stand in architecture. Could there be a better test of a nation's skill than a national exposition? The best men in the country are selected for the task, there is unlimited money for the execution of the work, there is generally all out-of-doors to work in, one is not hampered by commercial considerations, renting space, lighting or other restrictions; the material used is plastic, easily and cheaply molded into any form the fancy of genius may wish to give it, in fine talent is free, for once in a life time, to work as it will, not as it must.
The latter showed us a group of buildings that the world has never seen equalled anywhere, nor in Athens nor in Rome. Men never before designed one such grand comprehensive scheme. There were minor discords, little slips here and there, but they were overshadowed, lost sight of—the major mass of buildings was perfect. The men who designed it were masters, they worked in harmony and with but a single object in view, and they had no strikingly successful combinations to serve them as models. They actually designed, there was no servile copying.

And now what have we at St. Louis? To me it seems like a weakly desperate effort to do something different to the Chicago exposition, an inability to get away from its thraldom, and, at the same time, a confession of inability to even copy it worthily. The general plan shows weakness of conception and lack of experience in handling mighty projects; the work of adolescents, not of masters. They had a well-wooded, sightly location to begin with—a magnificent advantage, far superior to Chicago's; a slight rise and amphitheatrical formation was temptation enough to indulge in cascades and falling water effects and to crown the hill-top with their finest building. None could have resisted that, but they went farther and produced radiant lines from that central composition, devising a pretty grouping on paper, but a fizzle in reality. In execution the rise is too slight to make the scheme apparent, one must see it on paper or from a balloon to understand it; the buildings are misshapen, awkward and seem to be strung along a narrow lane, and a crooked one at that.

The art buildings that crown the hill are practically masked by a Chinese sort of festival hall and porticoed terrace placed there as a background for the fountains. Those buildings, by Cass Gilbert, of New York, afford the best opportunity of all the “palaces” for something particularly fine. An art gallery, where one has not to bother to handle. In this case Mr. Gilbert did not rise to his opportunity. He had incentives enough to try and excel, for, not only is it the crowning feature, but it is also the only permanent building of the exposition. He had poor Atwood’s as a motif, and one vaguely traces it in his composition, but it lacks all that made the Chicago art palace the gem of our age. The one building was clearly the composition of a master, the other is the work of a business man whose mind must also comprehend commercial projects and financial schemes.

Three others of the major buildings attract attention, and call for favorable mention. The Palace of Textiles is good, very good, almost masterly. Messrs. Eames and Young, of St. Louis, did themselves credit; it is, I believe, their first great monumental effort and a most commendable one. They were not afraid of straight lines, there is dignity and repose about the whole structure, its corners are pleasingly massive, though its buttressed columns, supporting nothing, at the entrances could well be dispensed with. On the whole, I am not sure but that it is the very best building there.

Next is the government building. Atwood’s Chicago art palace is apparently its motif too, but it is a frank, straightforward design, well thought out and well balanced, thoroughly academic and splendidly detailed, appropriate and a close second, if not equal to the Textile building. It speaks volumes for the improvement in government methods of late years: the government building at Chicago was one of that grand exposition’s little blots, an atrocity, and most of the contemporaneous federal architecture was about as bad as it could well be. Along in 1896, however, under Mr. William Martin Aitkin’s administration of the supervising architect’s office, and through that gentleman’s efforts that office was literally taken out of politics, clever men were employed irrespective of their leanings or their absence of “pull,” and thus began the regeneration of government architecture. The good work has gone steadily on, and today some of the very best talent in the country is to be found right in the treasury department at Washington. In competitions between the most prominent architects of the country and the young men of Supervising Architect Taylor’s office, I am sure the latter would carry off the prizes nine times out of ten.

The last to be mentioned, though not the least deserving of these three buildings, is the Palace of Machinery, by Widman, Walsh & Boisselier, of St. Louis (with whom is associated Mr. Paul Pelz, of Washington, who designed the splendid Congressional Library in Washington). It is more flamboyant than the others, more daring, but as effective and well handled; indeed, to the general masses, it will appeal most strongly, it is the only building there indulging in towers, all the others that appeared upon the first designs having been abandoned. Its corner towers compete a trifle too strenuously with its main features, and its circular-topped pediments jar one a bit, but it is a wholesome, clear-cut, creditable design.

The other buildings, with surprisingly few exceptions, are poor, unworthy of what was planned to be the greatest exposition the world has ever seen.
ARMORY BUILDING, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA.

Chas. R. Aldrich, Architect, Minneapolis.

July 1908.
DETAIL OF ENTRANCE TO
THE LES TOURS APARTMENT BUILDING, CHICAGO

H. L. Ottenheimer, Architect, Chicago.

Supplement to
The Western Architect

June, 1903.
RESIDENCE OF C. M. GRIGGS, SUMMIT AVENUE, ST. PAUL.

Jas. Knox Taylor, Architect of House,
Reed & Stem, St. Paul, Architects for Portico.
PLAN OF BASEMENT TO MODERN SQUARE HOUSE.

C. E. Eastman & Co., Architects,
Des Moines, Iowa.

June 1905.

Supplement to
The Western Architect.
THE KEY TO BEAUTY IN DECORATION.

By Mony E. Tillinghast.

The great question in decoration, as in all other arts, is whether or not the decoration chosen is appropriate. If it is, it is beautiful; if not, it is ugly.

This is the final, the crucial test with all decorative work. It is for this reason that the true decorator strives for the perfection of the whole by giving such attention to every detail that no detail is prominent.

This is the true spirit of all art. As the French say, "No one thing in a room should speak to you." In other words, everything should be in such harmony that no individual note is prominent enough to be felt or heard above the others.

The greatest difficulty of the decorator is not so much to combat the ideas of his patrons as it is to educate them. We often hear people make such remarks as:

"I don't like green," or "I can't have anything blue in my rooms," or "Yellow must not be introduced," and thus they do not know the value of the color about which they are talking.

There are certain principles of decoration that must be observed in the treatment of the different parts of every home, for each part or room has its own use, and its decoration should conform to this use. For instance, the workroom or study, or library should be low, generally speaking, in tone, and should have nothing in it to distract attention.

This is the sanctum of the mind, and it should be a restful place, conducive to the best and purest and most powerful thought influences.

The dining-room, on the other hand, should be an imposing place—a room treated from an entirely different point of view. This should be used, if possible, only as an evening room, while the breakfast-room should be the morning gathering place, the place of sunshine—a room opening out upon a rose garden or overlooking a beautiful view. Few of us Americans realize the difficulty of having one room do duty for both night and day.

But to return to the dining-room. Here the walls should be a good background for pretty gowns and pretty faces. Dining is an important event. It is the most important function of the family in the household. Everyone is at his or her best.

Then there is the music-room, which is a very important feature in the houses of today. Here again the use to which the room is to be put is the deciding point in the question of decoration. With a bare floor—literally bare—without the smallest kind of a rug—light, cheerful walls and a total absence of hangings of any kind, one cannot go far wrong.

I have left the most important feature of the house until the last, that is the hall. It should be in a color and type to give welcome to the visitor, and at the same time it should be in perfect accord with the rest of the dwelling.

If the house is small and cozy, the hall should give this idea; if the mansion be important, the hall should be an impressive entrance. It should be a true introduction to the home, and should partake of its character.

And so the key to all decoration is its fitness to the apartment and the uses to which the apartment is to be put. There may be more symmetry in the mechanic's cottage than in the millionaire's castle. A due proportion is necessary, and this is not only a proportion of dimensions and colors, but a proportion to means and position—a proportion, alas! often lost sight of in this country, and one found more truly followed in England and France. And speaking of France, there is probably no country where the houses of the people are more appropriate and consequently more beautiful than in this same misunderstood France—the very home of homes.

It is there that beauty is pre-eminent; for what is done is done with this inexorable law in view, the harmonic assemblage of grades or properties pleasing to the eye—and this is the very definition of beauty.

A book recently issued by R. T. Crane, president of the Crane Company, of Chicago, has attracted much attention for various reasons. In the first place, Mr. Crane is a man of wonderful success in his line of industry; secondly, the subject to which it is devoted is one of vital importance to those who contemplate sending their boys to college, and third, because it contains much valuable information about which there has been a great deal of discussion relating to which very little practical information has heretofore been put forth. About a year ago Mr. Crane published a small volume giving results of an exhaustive investigation made by him regarding the utility of an academic or classical education for young men who have to earn their own living and expect to pursue a commercial life. Noting the interest which the work created, he decided to go into the subject further, and has now issued a revised and enlarged edition of 110 pages, including, besides the matter contained in the former book, a considerable amount of new material bearing upon this interesting subject. In his investigation he has secured the testimony of a large number of the heads of universities, college graduates and prominent business men who show a great divergence of opinions as to the desirability of a college education as a preparation for business life.—Construction News.
PREHISTORIC ARCHITECTURE.

The government will make an exhibit at St. Louis of prehistoric buildings of the North American continent. The models are being constructed in Washington under the supervision of W. H. Holmes and Delancy Gill, of the Smithsonian Institution.

The first series represents the public architecture of the pre-Columbian age among the twelve civilized peoples of the North American continent. The Aztecs, Mayas, Quiches, Zapetecs and other races living from the borders of New Mexico southward as far as Peru will be included, and their finest examples of architecture have been selected for reproduction on a liberal illustrative scale.

The first completed model is that of the Temple of Xochicalcos, which is regarded among archaeologists as one of the most remarkable and interesting, if not beautiful, of prehistoric structures. It has been reproduced in a space five feet by six and is carried out most painstakingly in all the minutest details. The artists of the Smithsonian Institution are now at work on the palace of Mitla, in the extreme South of Mexico. It is the finest preserved example of the building of the Mixtec race.

Another reproduction will be the Casa del Gobernador, in the ruined city of Uxmal, the prehistoric capital of Yucatan. This is one of the remarkable structures of Central America. It stands on a pyramid of stone, and is 325 feet long by 80 wide. The model will be 17 feet long by 4 wide. There is great interest among the government scientists in this work, which is a new field of research. The models after the exhibition will be placed in the permanent exhibits of the Smithsonian Institution.

OBITUARY.

Bruce Price, the famous New York architect, is dead. Mr. Price went abroad with his wife in the middle of April, their daughter, Mrs. Edwin M. Post, having preceded them. Mr. Price had undergone a serious operation in that city three weeks before he sailed, and a letter dated May 17 said that he was fading rapidly. Mr. Price was associated in business here with J. H. de Sibour, under the firm name of Bruce Price & Sibour, with offices in the St. James building, at Twenty-sixth street and Broadway. He was born in Cumberland, Md., December 12, 1845. He was the son of William Price, a lawyer. On his mother's side he was descended from the Scottish Bruces, who supported the Pretender, and came to this country in 1745, just a century before Mr. Price was born. He studied with the architects and engineers, Niernsee & Neilson in Baltimore for four years and then traveled abroad. He established himself in Baltimore on his return, moving thence to Wilkesbarre in 1873, and going to New York in 1877.

UNIQUE TREATMENT OF A DWELLING.

An idea which has never before been attempted in that city, although not unfamiliar in New York, has just been carried out in connection with the external treatment of a handsome dwelling in Oakland, Cal. To people passing along the street, the glistening, sparkling effect makes the walls look as if they were studded with jewels, says Carpentry & Building.

The house, which is of striking architecture, is a massive wooden structure, and the exterior, by sanding, is given the appearance of having a brown or sandstone facing. The workmen, to get the jewel effect, crush the finest of blown glass together with the sand, and, while the wooden exterior is still damp with paint, the combination of glass and sand is thrown onto the surface and the effect is obtained of stone and sparkling facing. When the sun shines on the house the effect, while being novel in that city is extremely fascinating—so much so, indeed, that almost every one passing is seen to stop and make an inspection of the building. It is one mass of sparkle from the Gothic roof to the ground.

The "sparkle decoration" was first suggested by a French architect, who had noticed the glistening of snow on the sides and roofs of houses. He was much interested in the effect and came to the conclusion that a perpetual glistening of the walls of dwellings would be a unique form of decoration, and it was he who conceived the idea of crushing glass and sand together to get the "diamond sparkle" effect.

SINKING OF VANDERBILT'S "IDLE HOUR."

The autumn home of William K. Vanderbilt, at Oakdale, Long Island, is slowly sinking into the shifting sands, like a huge caisson.

"Build this house so it cannot burn," Mr. Vanderbilt said to the architect, and that was done. Unfortunately, however, other methods of destruction have been found in the natural conditions connected with the building of this huge mansion of steel and stone, and it is not at all improbable that the second "Idle Hour" will shortly be untenable. Slowly but surely, the great building, with its tons of steel, is settling. The walls both inside and out are said to have already cracked.

The house is built on the site of the old "Idle Hour," which burned down.

There is agitation in St. Paul to establish a building line for the better residence streets. The late legislature has authorized city councils to establish such a line, to be not more than fifty feet from the sidewalk.
SNAP SHOTS AT THE OTTOMAN CAPITAL.

The following picturesque bits are translated from Henri Charnant in Le Monde Modern:

It is at the bridge connecting Galata and Stamboul, the franc quarters and the indigenous quarters, that, above all, one can have a vivid impression of the great cosmopolitan city. Precisely because it unites two populous centers, this bridge constitutes the most frequented roadway. It is as the Strand of London, the Puerta del Sol of Madrid. Built entirely of wood and supported on boats which serve at the same time as landing docks for the steamers of Scutari, Eyoub, and all the stations on the Golden Horn, it trembles every time that a carriage goes over it and shakes from end to end as if caught with one of the dancing fits of St. Guy. For a few paras spent as toll-money, a unique spectacle is offered you here. There is a perpetual procession of types of all nationalities and races; of specimens of all costumes, local and exotic. And the bridge, with the mixture of all these colors, variegates in the manner of a kaleidoscope.

Religion holds an enormous place in the lives of the Turks. Before being citizens they are Mussulmans, and this moral cohesion in the same faith has preserved from schisms the doctrine of Mohammed. The laws of the Koran are not solely theological, in the spiritual sense of this word; they are most of all social. They occupy themselves with manners and customs, and in this way regulate the details of the daily life. Even the government itself is religious, since the sultan is the supreme pontiff, and his least edicts become sacred dogmas.

This fidelity of the believers, if I may call it so, has resulted in multiplying the mosques, the houses of the God of Mohammed, in the ancient Byzantium. As a charm of the picturesque, not less than 346 of these are counted there. Among them, on account of the many memories which it evokes, and also on account of the splendor of its structures, St. Sophia is the queen of mosques. Its history is that of the capital of the Orient during seventeen centuries, for although burned down and reconstructed time and again, it actually dates from the time of Constantine the Great, who dedicated it to the Divine Wisdom, the Agia Sophia of the Greeks.

As we see it today, the admirable basilica reposes upon memorable columns; some snatched away from the temple of Diana in Ephesus, vestiges of the conflagration which Erostratus kindled; others taken from the temples of Jupiter in Cyzique, of the Sun in Palmyra, from the temples of Rome, Athens and the Cyclopian Thebes. So that built upon the debris of old-time pagan shrines and temples, and today transformed into a mosque, this ancient mother church of the Christian empire is composed of an amalgamation of three styles of religious architecture.

All the mosques are faced in the direction of Mecca; and it is also in the direction of their holy city that the Mussulmans always turn their faces to pray. To rectify the direction of St. Sophia, it has been necessary to place, slantingly along the length of the walls immense Mecca matings, which cover up the ground. The mirab, dugged in one of the pillars of the apsis, a red slab at the foot of the pillar, and finally a rug upon which Mohammed performed his devotions, also indicate the direction of Mecca.

The primitive colored images, the figures of angels, the naive symbols of the first Christians, have been painted and repainted with stone color, and everything has been done to give the interior of St. Sophia the aspect of “a magnificent and sinister sepulchre.” Outwardly, by setting against one another another structure after structure, by smothering the elegant amplitude of the cupolas, they have succeeded in giving the aspect of an unfurnished barbaric fortress to this grand monument which made people say of Justinian that “he had surpassed Solomon.” By flanking it with four minarets they have been able to further efface the idea of Christianism which is boldly suggested throughout the edifice, and, moreover, they have planted upon its domes the most beautiful golden crescents that ever glittered under the oriental skies.

But when one stands in the middle of the nave and regards them, all detached from the objects of worship assembled there by the imans, towering above the cupola, what a sight of majesty and grandeur! So aerial and light it is, its colossal structure is this cupola, that it seems to be suspended and held by chains hung in space. Hence the expression of Mme. de Stael, that she thought to have seen an abyss above her head.

Upon the walls is graven the sentence “Allah is the light of heaven and earth,” which Mohammed II. uttered in entering St. Sophia on horseback, at the same time that his blood-stained hand was resting against the wall as a sign of possession. To the right stands the nimbar where the radib places himself to read the Koran, a naked cimeter clenched in his first, to indicate that St. Sophia is a conquered mosque and it shall be defended to death.

Next to St. Sophia the mosque of Ahmed, the Grand Djami, is the most remarkable. It has six minarets and the Kaaba of Mecca has seven simply because it became jealous of this number. Among those to be admired are also the mosques of Bajazet, with its flocks of pigeons; of Davoud Pasha Djami, which the Christian Manuel II. was forced to erect; of Eyoub, where no glaour shall ever penetrate; of Tophane; of Mohammed the Conqueror, colossal in dimension; and above all the mosque of Suleiman I., the Magnificent, which dominates the whole city, perched upon the third hill, and which the Turkish poets sing as being built of “splendor and joy.”

The mosques are ornamented with fountains and turbines. The fountains are built after one of the styles of a kiosk and are enclosed in gratings. One can always see there a ceaseless throng of men occupied in filling with fresh water large earthen vases, or in devoting themselves to ablutions which Mohammed orders. The fountain of Sultan Ahmed, in the court of St. Sophia, is the richest and most beautiful of all: it is a pure gem of oriental art, on account of the costliness and infinity of its flutings and carvings.
A "POURED" BUILDING AT THE ST. LOUIS FAIR.

One of the features of construction at the World's Fair at St. Louis will be a "poured" building. The poured building is the permanent power house to be erected west of the machinery building. Around a steel framework walls of cinder concrete, three inches thick, will be poured, to form a continuous wall without joint or seam. The piles were driven by W. F. Hopkins, of St. Louis. About 125 are to be used to carry the heavy iron columns, which will support the steel truss roof. The American Bridge Company has the contract for the building, which will cost about $100,000. The work is being done at the shops of the American Bridge Company, in St. Louis. The building is to be 220x300 feet and 50 feet to the top of the cornice. Forty-five lattice girder posts will carry the roof. The steel trusses are 36 in number, all alike, each with a 75-foot span, and each weighing about 10,000 pounds.

The Roebling Construction Company, of New York, has the subcontract for pouring the concrete walls of the building. After the steel frame is in place board casing or boxes will be fastened to the columns, leaving a space of three inches between the boards. A mixture of cinders and cement, in specified proportions, will then be made and dumped from wheelbarrows into these wooden boxes and rammed tightly into place. Some time is allowed for the mixture to harden. When the boards are then removed the walls remain seamless and fireproof.

Openings will be left on the east and west ends of the building so that railroad cars may carry the boilers for installation into the house. The area between the boiler house and the machinery building will be given up to cooling towers, briquette machines, etc. Coal will be taken in from the western side of the house. Automatic conveyances provided with crushers and screens will handle the fuel without the interposition of laborers.

TO RESTORE THE TEMPLE OF JUPITER.

The Greek Archæological Society has decided to restore the Doric Temple of Jupiter, at Nemea, situated near the haunt of the famous Nemea lion, the slaying of which formed one of the feats of Hercules. The edifice was overthrown by a succession of earthquakes and only three columns are now standing, but the fallen shafts that lie around the temple are so little injured that it is believed it will be possible to re-erect them and the fallen entablature without much difficulty or expense, and without having recourse to new material. As soon as the ground around the temple has been cleared of the litter of fragments that now encumber it, the Greek government intends to begin excavations on the spot, and hopes to make valuable discoveries.

TALLEST BUILDING IN THE WORLD.

The tallest inhabited building in the world, and one of the greatest in point of modern furnishings and equipment, is the Park Row Building in New York City. It looms up far above its fellows, and can be seen far out in New Jersey, from Long Island, and from the deck of every ship entering the harbors. It has twenty-nine stories, and is 501 feet in height—exceeding by 50 feet the extreme height of the Great Pyramid. The structure weighs 20,000 tons, and, including its furniture and live weight, its total dead weight amounts to 61,400 tons. There are 950 rooms in the building, and its average population is fully 8,000, a number that would do credit to many a flourishing country town.

The place is provided with restaurants and handsomely furnished apartments, so that business men may live there the year round, and live comfortably, too, without going outside the enormous building.

A REMARKABLE CITY.

One of the most remarkable cities in the world is Kelburg, near Cracow, Poland, for, besides being situated underground, it is excavated entirely in rock salt. The inhabitants, to the number of over 3,000, are, of course, workers in the famous salt mines, and all the streets and houses are of the purest white imaginable. One of the most famous features of the city is the cathedral, carved in salt and lit with electric light, and when the late Czar Alexander visited it eleven years ago he was so fascinated with the magnificent effect of the light upon the crystal walls that he presented the cathedral with a jeweled altar cross. Such a thing as an infectious disease is unknown in Kelburg—in fact, the majority of the inhabitants die of old age.

SKYSCRAPER FOR A CHURCH.

The skyscraper idea in architecture is for the first time to be applied to a church. The plans for the New Broadway Tabernacle, to be erected at the corner of Fifty-sixth street, New York, provide for a nine-story tower, in which will be the administrative offices of the parish, the parlors, the society rooms, the Sunday-school hall, the library, etc. In the tower will be an elevator service and all the improvements of a modern office building. The tower will connect with the regular church auditorium, which will be spacious and handsome.

Some business men are afraid to tackle the proposition before them. Others see the advantage of taking up uncertain points and advertising until success comes.

The merchant who keeps pushing must have something worth talking about, and people get to believing that point sooner than the average man thinks.
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FAIRBANKS SCALES

Fairbanks-Morse
Gas and Gasoline Engines
Fairbanks-Morse
Steam Pumps
Hoisting Engines
Dynamons and Motors

Elevator Machinery and Supplies
Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

R. T. GILES & CO.,
STAINED AND LEADED GLASS
ECCLESIASTICAL AND MEMORIAL WINDOWS
221-223 SECOND AVE. S., WINDOM BUILDING.
MINNEAPOLIS MINN.
N. W. 'PHONE—MAIN 4336-J1

PRACTICAL AND ARTISTIC
INTERLOCKING TERRA COTTA

MANUFACTURED BY
LUDIWICI ROOFING TILE CO.,
508 Chamber of Commerce, CHICAGO.
Our Show Room and our Service are at your disposal. We will help you to draw up your specifications and select your Plumbing Fixtures. This is our Business. Will you not call on us?

THE NATIONAL BRASS AND METAL CO.
SHOWROOM:
3rd St. and 3rd Ave. So.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Edward C. Lewis, John H. Kitchen
Lewis & Kitchen,
(American Warming and Ventilating Co.)
Heating and Ventilating Engineers and Contractors.
Sanitary Apparatus.
Public Buildings a Specialty
9th and Broadway, 433 Wabash Ave.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

MORE
J. W. REEDY ELEVATORS
used in the Leading industries and Business Houses throughout the WORLD than any other make.
83-85-87-89-91 Illinois Street,
122-124-126-128 Indiana Street.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
The great saving in both material and labor secured through our end-matched flooring invention, Patent No. 531,511, as well as the superior quality of the floors, has led to the general adoption of end-matched flooring all over the United States.
The Government engineers, after the usual careful and painstaking investigation, have also approved it and specify its use in Government Buildings.
While we expect to enforce our rights to the extreme limit of the law, we have made arrangements to protect the public and give builders and others an opportunity to procure the end-matched flooring without danger of litigation. This may be done through our licensees who, in order to identify the licensed flooring, will invariably mark it Wilce Patent Jan. 1st, 1895, together with their own name or trademark.
Rumors are afloat that the price of end-matched flooring will soon be advanced two or three dollars a thousand. We wish to say that there is no foundation for any such rumor, and in this connection we ask you to REMEMBER
First. That the United States Circuit Court has fully sustained our Patent.
Second. That we not only consented but joined in the request to reopen the case to permit further evidence to be submitted.
Third. That this action does not indicate any change in the opinion of the Court, as it was by consent of both parties.
Fourth. That end-matched flooring has not been advanced in price and will not be at any time, any more than is warranted by the usual conditions governing the lumber trade.
Fifth. That there is not an inch of waste in laying end-matched flooring, and besides this there is a great reduction in the cost of laying it.
Sixth. That it makes a better floor.
Seventh. That end-matched flooring will always be sold at a price that insures the builder a substantial financial saving over any other flooring in use of equal quality.
Eighth. That in using end-matched flooring an under or sub-floor is unnecessary, thereby saving the cost of material and of laying such under floor.

Use No Other. Buy No Other.
E. HARVEY WILCE, Geo. C. WILCE,
Respectfully yours,
THOS. E. WILCE.
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY, NEW YORK–CHICAGO.
Passenger and Freight
ELEVATORS.
"The Standard of the World."

TILE AND MOSAIC FLOORS
TILE WAINSCOTING AND CEILINGS
WOOD MANTELS

GEORGE H. REESE,
91 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BEST EVER
— THE —
LOFGREN STORM SASH

Only Sash made that can be
Put on and off from
Inside of Room.

Patent For Sale.
Owner is engaged in
other business.

ADDRESS
OTTO LOFGREN,
TAILOR.

30-32 South Fifth Street,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

PORTAGE RED STONE
In Blocks or Sawed from the Quarries of

TRAVESE BAY
REDSTONE CO.
W. C. WYCKOFF, AGENT.
Suite 302, Kasota Block,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Many prominent architects are now specifying
Johnson’s Window Shade
Adjuster For upper LIGHT and VENTILATION
It works perfectly on a special detail of win¬
dow stop. See cut. Costs no more than any
good stop. Send for free sample of stop and
sliding shade Brackets with booklet.
Furnished by leading Shade Houses.
R. R. JOHNSON,
167 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

IS IT THE
ARCHITECT, CONTRACTOR,
BUILDER, PLUMBER,
PAINTER, or Interior DECORATOR

You Desire to Reach?

The Western Architect
IS READ BY ALL.
CAN YOU WANT MORE?

Lee & Hoff Mfg Co.
Manufacturers of
Elevators
Passenger, Freight, Electric Steam, and Hand Power.
Dumb Waiters, Automatic Doors and Gates.
No. 81 to 91 Fillmore Ave,
St. Paul, MINN.
THE WESTERN ARCHITECT. XVII.

Sole Agents
Richardson & Boynton Co.'s
Furnaces.

Steam, Hot Water and
Combination
Heating.

Tunstead Heating Co.
Heating and Ventilating
Contractors.
220 Sixth Street South.
Minneapolis, Minn.

N. W. Main, 484
— TELEPHONES —
Twin City, 484.

JNO. A. SCHLENER & CO.
Commercial
Stationers
Draughting Instruments and Supplies
Mail Orders Receive Prompt
and Careful Attention
Address
Department B
516 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

DO YOU KNOW IT?
Lane's
Patent
JOIST
HANGERS
are the
SAFEST
Send for Descriptive Circular No. 8, which Gives Tested
Strength and Safe Load of Each Size.

THE W. J. CLARK COMPANY,
SALEM, OHIO.

Heaters That Give Satisfaction
Bon Ton and
Rising Sun
Radiators
South Park,
Foundry and
Machine Co.

11 Gilfillan
Building,
ST. PAUL,
Minn.

Variety Manufacturing Co.
77-79-81-83 West Lake Street,
CHICAGO, = = ILLINOIS,
MANUFACTURERS OF
Cross Patent Horizontal Folding Door,
Cross Patent Elevator Door,
Blackman and Cross Exhaust Fans,
Machine Made Stirrups.
Write for Catalogue.

In the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Freight House there are
129 door openings, 9 ft. wide by 10 ft. high.
DULUTH, MINN.

Farrell & Turnbull,
Plumbing,
Steam and Hot Water Heating
and Gas Fitting.
125 EAST SUPERIOR STREET,
Duluth, Minn.

Archambo Heating
and Plumbing Co.
221 So. Third St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Hot Air Furnaces and Com-
bination Heaters—Steam
and Hot Water Heating and
ventilating apparatus. Sanit-
ary Plumbing and Gas Fit-
ing. Engineers’ and Steam
Filters’ Supplies.
Telephone 248.

Paine & Nixon Co.
GLASS.
Wholesale
BUILDING MATERIAL.
L. D. Phone 566.
Mirrors, DS, SS, Plate and Ornamental Glass of all kinds. Lime, Cement.
H&W. Plaster, Wire and Metal Lath—Fireproofing Tile. Common, Veneer,
Pressed and Fire Brick of all kinds. Passenger and Freight Elevators. Orna-
mental and Structural Iron, Parquet and Hardwood Flooring. Roofing and
Blackboard Slate.
Minneapolis Office, 617 Masonic Temple.
106 WEST MICHIGAN ST., DULUTH, MINN.

Excelsior Heating Co.
Steam and Hot Water
Plans and Specification
Made upon request.
955 18½ Avenue, N.E., MINNEAPOLIS,
E. E. DESCHANE, Manager.

D. R. Black,
Plumbing, Steam and Hot Water Heating.
20 THIRD AVE. WEST,
DULUTH, MINN.

Crown Iron Works Co.
Bridge and Jail Work.
MACHINE WORK OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Iron Columns  Steel Beams.
Sidewalk Lights, Heavy Forgings, Roof Trusses
Fire Escapes, Iron Fences, Iron Stairs,
Graftings, Lintels
113-115 Second Ave. So. E., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Monolith
The Sanitary
Jointless Flooring
Trade Mark
The American Monolith Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Graigo, Baker & Co.
Steam, Hot Water Heating
AND
VENTILATION
Estimates and Plans
Furnished.
212 So. 4th St.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Tel. N. W. M 878 T. C. 1900

Samson Spot Cord
is our Extra Quality SASH CORD
The colored spot is our trademark
Samson Cordage Works,
Bston, Mass.
LEADING IOWA HOUSES
IN THE
BUILDING TRADES LINE

J. B. MCGRORISK, Prest. J. C. MARDIS, Secy.

Capital City
...Brick and Pipe...
Company

General Contractors

MANUFACTURERS OF
BUILDING, PAVING AND SEWER
BRICK

MANUFACTURERS OF
EQUITABLE BLDG.,
Des Moines, Iowa

O. T. DENISON, Prest. and Mgr.
L. W. DENISON, Secretary.
F. E. KEELER, Treasurer

Mason City Brick
and Tile Co.

Manufacturers of
Hollow Building Blocks

MASON CITY, IOWA

The Johnston & Sharp Mfg. Co.'s
Ball Bearing Pulleys...

Are Noiseless, Frictionless
and Satisfactory
Light Weight
Low Price
Long Life
Investigate and Verify
Adopt and You will Satisfy

They will cost only two or
three cents per frame over out¬
dinary axle pulleys in quanti¬
ties, and are easily set in any
machine cutting a smooth

The only perfectly satisfactory weather
strip and window door stop on the
market. Keeps out cold and dust.
Makes a perfectly tight joint.
Windows can be raised and lowered to any desired
position without the aid of fasteners or
weights. Do not build a house until you
have investigated the merits of these stops

Manufactured by

KING MFG. CO.,
Newton, la.

GEO. H. LAWES & CO. Agents.
Minneapolis and St. Paul.

The attention of the Public and Trade is
called to the
Anchor Stone Laundry Tray,
This tray is made of crushed Granite and the
best imported German Portland Cement: with
stainless steel plug and coupling—all made in one
piece with rounded corners and without joint. It is
easy to keep clean and superior to all others on

The anchor Stone Laundry Tray Co.,
510 10th Avenue North,
Tel. Main 3331.
ADOLPH JOHNSON, Mgr.

GUST LAGERQUIST,
MANUFACTURER OF
DIRECT AND BELTED ELECTRIC
ELEVATORS

Passenger, Freight,
Power and Hand Power

18 to 28 First Avenue North,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Mica Insulating Co.
Building Papers
Pipe Covering
Contracting Gravel Roofers

Warehouse, 641 to 657 Iowa Street
Office, Corner 5th and Michigan.
MASON CITY, IA.

K & T Steam Specialties
PRESSURE REGULATOR

Sensitive and positive in its action:
durable and simple in construction:
nothing to get out of order. No
springs, no diaphragm or packing.

Klepfer & Thomas Co.
distributed by
70 West Lake Street
CHICAGO

K & T Steam Specialties
P R E S S U R E R E G U L A T O R

Sensitive and positive in its action:
durable and simple in construction:
nothing to get out of order. No
springs, no diaphragm or packaging.
EVIDENCE OF SUPERIORITY

THE JOHN SCOTT LEGACY PREMIUM AND MEDAL
ISSUED BY THE
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
HAS BEEN AWARDED TO THE
"STAR" VENTILATOR
A Valuable and Unique Prize for Superior Merit.

MERCHAND & CO., Inc. Single Manufacturers.
PHILADELPHIA-NEW YORK

L. B. WAUGH, President.
L. E. WAUGH, Vice President.
W. E. RAYMOND, Secretary.
J. B. EUSTIS, Treasurer.

L. B. WAUGH COMPANY
SAFES-DESKS
A GENERAL OFFICE SUPPLIES
ST. PAUL: 360 Jackson Street.
MINNEAPOLIS: 318 Second Ave. South.

CELADON Roofing
Tile Company

FACTORIES
ALFRED, N. Y.
OTTAWA, ILL.
GEO. H. LAWES & COMPANY, Agents,
49 EAST FIFTH ST., ST. PAUL.
410 BOSTON BLOCK, MINNEAPOLIS.

THE WILKS WATER HEATERS
For Heating Water For
Private Houses, Apartment Bldgs.,
Hospitals, Etc.

Hard or Soft Coal
Self Feeders.
Send for Catalogue.

S. WILKS MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO, ILL., 35th St. and Shields Ave.
THE PITTSBURG PLATE GLASS CO.

Posesses Unrivaled Jobbing Facilities in all its Lines.

Large and complete stocks of POLISHED PLATE GLASS and SILVERING PLATE in ALL THICKNESSES are always on hand and can be shipped from each or any of the Warehouses with promptness. There are plants at the various Warehouses for the manufacture of Plain and Bevelled Mirrors; and where Silvering and Bevelling are done on a larger scale than at any establishments in the country.

WINDOW GLASS

In large stocks and of all sizes, together with fullest lists of Paints, Oils, Leads, Varnishes and Brushes

We are also Sole Distributors of PATTON'S FAMOUS SUN-PROOF PAINTS. Also Jobbers of Mirrors, Revelled Plate Art Glass, Skylight and Floor Glass and Bent Glass.

Our Warehouses, where complete stocks of Sun-Proof Paint, and Glass in all lines are kept constantly on hand, are as follows:

New York, Broadway and Court Sts.
Chicago, 441-452 Wabash Ave.
St. Louis, Cor 12th and St. Charles Sts.
Pittsburg, 494-495 Wood St.
Detroit, 55-56 Larned St. E.
Milwaukee, 452-4 Market St.
Davenport, 410-416 Scott St.

Brooklyn, 603-37 Fulton St.
Baltimore, Daily Record Building,
St. Paul, 36-31 Minnesota St.
Kansas City, Mo., 17th and Wyandott Sts.
Omaha, 101-102 Harrison St.
Boston, 41-46 Sudbury St.
Greensboro, N. C., Greensboro Loan & Trust Co. Bldg.

John Nelson
Contractor and Builder
IN STONE AND BRICK

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE, 2106 NINTH AVENUE S.

HARDWARE...

A Few Good Things in Hardware.

Corbin Locks, Stanley Butts, Bommer, Chicago and Matchless Spring Hinges. Wilcox Door Hangers, Fitch Sash Lock.

GIVE US A CHANCE TO FIGURE WITH YOU.

J. F. MCGUIRE,
56 East 6th Street.
St. Paul.

Davis Heating & Plumbing Co.

ESTABLISHED 1872.

Heating Engineers. And Contractors.

187-189 East Sixth Street,
St. Paul, - - - Minn.

320 Roberts Street, St. Paul.
Concrete Building Apparatus

The Only Practical Method for Building
CONCRETE HOUSES

Substantial, dry, durable, well ventilated, fire and vermin-proof buildings of all descriptions (from the cottage to the mansion, the shop to the warehouse) are erected in concrete to any height or design, with greater rapidity, facility, accuracy and economy than by any other system of building, and without skilled labor, and reducing cost of building fifty per cent.

For Pamphlet, Prices, Foreign Patents and Estimates given in all kinds of work in concrete, address:

THOMAS C. FARRELL, Washington, N. J.
Builder of Concrete Houses, Schools, Churches, Etc.

Steel Ceilings are very beautiful, durable and not expensive.

SPECIALY VALUABLE IN
SCHOOLS, CHURCHES AND STORES.
WE MANUFACTURE MANY HANDSOME PATTERNS

St. Paul Roofing, Cornice & Ornament Co.,
Cor. Wabasha and Water St., ST. PAUL, MINN.

THE LOVELL WINDOW AND SHUTTER DEVICE
For Factories, Mills, Foundries, Etc.

A line of sash 500 feet in length can be operated from one station if desired. Adapted to any kind of sash, hinged or pivoted. Manufactured only by

THE G. DROUVE COMPANY,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Manufacturers and Erectors of Cornices, Ventilators and Sheet Metal Architectural Work of every description.

We invite your correspondence and guarantee satisfaction.
"He who knows not, and knows not he knows not,
He is a fool; shun him.
He who knows not, and knows he knows not,
He is simple; teach him.
He who knows, and knows not he knows,
He is asleep, waken him.
He who knows, and knows he knows,
He is wise, follow him.

WE KNOW
That's why we all specify

Wilcox Door Hangers
There is but one Genuine,
"Wilcox."
—MADE BY—
Wilcox Mfg. Co.
AURORA, ILLINOIS.

WE KNOW
That's why we all specify

Wilcox Door Hangers
There is but one Genuine,
"Wilcox."
—MADE BY—
Wilcox Mfg. Co.
AURORA, ILLINOIS.

WHY?
Are Most of the Leading Architects of St. Paul, Minneapolis and the Northwest Specifying

Twin City Varnish Co’s Varnishes and Floorette

BECAUSE
They are assured of a first-class finish whenever the goods are used. Our Varnishes are all manufactured in St. Paul, therefore they are best adapted to the climatic conditions of the northwest. Drop us a line and we will be pleased to give you valuable information in regard to wood and floor finishing.

Twin City Varnish Co.,
St. Paul, Minnesota.

Adamant
THE PERFECTION OF
Wall Plaster
—Manufactured by—
United States Gypsum Co.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
—ALSO—
Chicago, Ill. Milwaukee, Wis. W. Superior, Wis.
St. Paul Foundry Company.
Manufacurers of
Architectural Iron Work
Structural Engineer's
Steel Trusses, Girders, Columns and Buildings.
Large Stock on hand of Beams, Channels, Angles and Plates.
General Foundry, Blacksmith and Machine Work.

Offices, Como Ave. and MacKubin Street.
Works, G. N. Ry., near Como Ave.
ST. PAUL.

This magnificent building, the Kansas City Post Office and Custom House, erected at a cost of two millions, is PLASTERED WITH

Kallolite Cement Plaster.
The government builds well and uses only the best material after carefully testing the different kinds.

Cardiff Gypsum Plaster Co.
MANUFACTURERS.
Not Connected with ray trust or Combine. FT. DODGE, IOWA.

D. L. BELL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in all Kinds of Cement, Plaster Paris, Hair and Fire Brick.
Northwestern Agents for the Celebrated Utica Cement.

J. C. LANDERS & CO.
REPRESENTING
Columbus Brick and Terra Cotta Co. and
Iron Clay Brick Co.
Columbus, O.
International Fire Proofing Co.
Columbus, O.
Tiffany Enamed Brick
Chicago
Winkle Terra Cotta Co.
St. Louis
Herringbone Expanded Steel Lath
Phila. and Boston Brick Fire Places.
Send for prices etc.

J. C. LANDERS & CO.,
818 Lumber Exchange Bldg,
Minneapolis, Minn.